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ABSTRACT
It ís ínvestigated whether the approaching end of a spontaneously produced description ís

presignalteã by prosodic meais-. Experiment I iies to determine to what efrent listeners

ir, ãøt, to "ii^ot, 
(on the basis o! prosoilic cues) how far a given utterance ís situated

from the end of a deiüíption. Expeiment II is set lp to system^rtcally test - W means of
"manipulated synthetic frosody - the cue strength of speech melody and duration as

predictors of discourse finality.

INTRODUCTION
One of the important functions of prosody is the dema¡cation of units of discourse. For
instance, the eiid of discou¡se segmènts can be signalled by means of low_ boundary tones

(e.g. Brówn et al, 1980, Swerts ét d,. 1992). However,prosodic c¡es such-as these tones

àe-rather local in the sense ofbeing positioned right before or at the actual boundary. It,is
a relevant question whether important breaks in the flow of information ca¡r also be

presignalled, i.e. announced some time before they gcnrally occuf' so that listeners can

ã"ti"íp"t" them. Anecdotical evidence for the possibility of anticipation caf¡ e.g. be found

in thË small delay between the end of discourse segments and the onset of applause in
political speeches.^ 

Gròsjean (1983) has already shown that subjects, basing themselves solely on
prosodic cues, are surprisingly accrrate at estimating the upcoming ending-of a sentence'

is Grosjean's study was limited to prosodic prediction at the sentence level in ¡ead-aloud

speech, ihe preseni investigation is iet up to test whether his findings can.be generalized

tõ 1i¡ targ"r-ìcale discoursè units (ü) in spontaneous speech, The analysis is centred on a

particular type of descriptive language use, i'e. route descriptions.

EXPERIMENT I
In this experiment it is explored whether listeners ca¡r gxplgit prosodic-cues of an

utterance tô estimate how fa¡ it is situated from the end of a (spontaneously produced)

route description.

Speech materials, elicitation method
A Dutch speaker was asked to describe routes ftom given starting points to given end

poitt6 ott tit" U*ir of (scheriratic) city maps. Fou¡ of these descriptiolrs -were 
selected for

iurttrer experimentæion, the selection being based on the absence of clea¡ non-prosodic
(lexical) cues to discourse position. The seven last clauses of each description were

isolated from their contexts, giving 28 utterances to be used in the listening experiment.

Perception test
Two lists of randomly o¡dered utterances were created, containing four repetitions of each

utterance. Both lists were played to ten listeners each (chosen from students and. staff of
IPO) who were asked to estimate fo¡ each stimulus how many clauses (0 to 6), simila¡ in
lengrh and nature to the one presented, followed in the original goryexr The interval

between two utterances was 4 s, in which time period listeners had to rcspond. The
lisening test was preceded by the presentation of a short fragrnent of a route description
(which was not used in the actual experiment) to get the subjects accustomed to the

speaker's voice and speech rcgister.
The lisening iesults, averaged over the different types of clauses (6 to -0) of the
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fo'r- ¡oute descriptions, are given in figure l, which is a three-dimensional plot of a
confi¡sion matrix.
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Figure 1. 3-D plot of perceptual results (averaged over the 4 route-descriptions)

figotg t bring¡ to light that in this speaker's route descriptions listeners only begin to hear
that the end is approaching at one clause from the f¡iral one. As can be sãen in the

bar chart {uq*r, the answers to the clauses -6 to -2 are similarly distributed
a¡ound the middle of the scale. The picture for clause -1 is different in that thóre is a clear
preference of the listene¡s to label it - correctly - as the prefinal clause. Finally, the last
clause of the total route description can most easily bê classified conectly," which is
reflected in the large amount of ¡esponses fo¡ the -0 class.

Acoustic measurements
Casual listenin-g by_ two,prosody researchers suggested that the most prominent cues \¡r'ere
the pitch and du¡ation of the last word of a clauJe. Therefore, fundarnental frequency (Fo)
was dete¡mined at the end of each clause and the relative duration of the last word of each
clause was measured and compared to the average length of the same word read aloud
four times_ jn isolation by the same speaker. AveragJvalues were computed for each
clause position over fou¡ descriptions (see figure 2).

It can be noticed that on the whole the¡e is a close correspondence between the
results of the perceptual test (see figure 1) and the acoustic variables measured. AnANovA reveals thar clauses -6 to -2 do not differ with respect to the two acoustic
features (except for the difference in end frequency between -5 

^and 
-4), whe¡eas the two

other clauses, -1 and -0, differ from any of the others as to these two features, again with
o,ne exception: the difference in end frequency between -4 a¡rd -l is not significint. From
the prefinal clause onwa¡ds, a clear, though non-significant, tendency can bãobserved: end
frequency gets lowered stepwise and the last wordbecomes increasingly shorter.

EXPERIMENT II
This epgrimgnt yas sej up ro independenrly rest rhe cue validity of both end frequency
a¡rd relative duration of the last word in an utterance, keeping other @rosodic) variables
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constant, in order to explore whether these parameters are suûficient to influence zubjects'

finality judgments.
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Figure 2. Results of acoustic measurements (explanations in ten)

Speech materials, prosodic variables
The Dutch sentence "en dan gãan;e rec¡tsaf' (and then we tum right)' with accelt on the

svllable ,,rechts-',, unerea Uyi male speaker at a normal speaking iate, was.recorded with

;'iöïå"ìÄi1ü i;;ã;#y 
"ï 

It bft'. Melody and dr¡r¿:tion wèrc varied by means of a

;;"ã; il;Ñoti.i" t.í¡"iâo" lCtgrpenqei' and Moulines 1989)' ¡esulting in nine

different prosodió pattems, as shown in figure 3'
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Figure 3. Graphical representatíon ofthe stimuli used

The different melodic contorus that the utterance was orovided with were identical from

the beginning of dr" ott"rar,äö,; fÀ" p,t;q ;i:ry, i; the wllable "rechts-". From that

point, pitch could either tit;;"ût. .yllaiur"- "oq' (and end iÄ tzs H')' fall (and end in

iðä'Ht;;r"[ain at the r,igfr"i ¿"á¡i"tiòn üne (anà end in 115 Hz). The duration of the
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word "rechtsaf' was eilher original (i.e. 870 ms), or reduced to 907o (780 ms) or 807o
(690 ms), respcctively.

Procedure
Two lists of randomized utterances were created, containing four rcpctitions of each
utterance. Both lists were played to seven listeners each (all 14 subjects selectcd from
students and staff of IPO). The interval between two successive utterances was 4 s, in
which time period subjects had to respond. After having heard a paaiculor sentence,
listeners had to say how near to the end of ¿ route descrþtion the sentence was uttered.
They had to express their judgment on a ten-point scale with l0 meaning 'very close to
the end' and I 'far from the end'. The actual experimeff was preceded by a random
presentation of five of the utterances to give the listeners an impression of the stimuli.

The mean ræings, averaged over the resporu¡es of 14 listcners, are given in table l,
together with their standard deviations.

Table 1, Resuhs of perception test (explanatiow in rcn)

870 ms

780 ms

690 ms

Dur \ ¡"r¿r

6.30 (2.70)

7.02 (2.49)

7.32 (z.rt)
103 Hz

5.48 (2.41)

6.13 (2.18)

6.67 (2.13)

115 Hz

4.32 Q.37)

4.89 (2.51)

5.39 Q.47)

129 llz

Table 1 indicarcs that both prosodic variables had an effect on the üsteners' perception of
finality: a given utterance sounds more final the lowcr its end frequency (though all the
boundary tones ¡¡re not-low in the terminology of e.g. Brown ct al. (1980)), and thc fasær
the last word ofthe utterance is spoken.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Summarizing the ¡esults of these experiments: speech melody, i.e. end ftequency, and
length, i.e. relative duration of the last word of an uttennce, were shown to give
information about the serial position of an utterance within a discourse unit. Mo¡c
specifically, in the monologues analyzed, intonæional and du¡ational properties distinguish
between three classes of utterances: final, prefinal and non-final ones. The picture may be
different fo¡ other speakers or for other speech genres, for instance rlialogr¡es. In the latter,
prosodic predictors of finality may also play a role to indicate the ending of a tum: this
phenomenon may then partly explain the often fluent transitions between qleakers' tums,
i.e. without much overlap nor delay (Levinson 1983).
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